THE CONTRACTOR IS TO CHECK AND VERIFY ALL BUILDING AND SITE DIMENSIONS, LEVELS AND SCALES PRESENTED ON THIS DRAWING BEFORE WORK STARTS.
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The contractor is to check and verify all building and site dimensions, levels and sewer invert levels at connection points before work starts. This drawing is to be used with and checked against any structural, services or specialist drawings provided.
PROPOSED MATERIALS:

- Light Grey Brick to contrast with existing (Ibstock Brunswick Tryfan Grey or similar approved)
- Dark Grey powder coated aluminum window and door frames with coloured powder coated insulated infill panels to match existing (colour to be confirmed)
- Light Grey fascia panels above windows / doors
- Dark Grey fascia / trim to proposed roof
- Painted steel columns
- Guttering / rainwater goods to be concealed
- Area of new block paving externally to match existing